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Copies of the additional information requests (M L 14034A289), as we ll as draft responses (ML 14042A389) provided by ARE VA. 
were distributed prior to the teleconference call commencing at approximately 8 A.M. eastern standard time. Before discuss ing the 
information requests, Michael Conroy queried AREVA about the date by which they needed the revalidation certificate. AREVA 
responded that the end of December, 2014 would be acceptab le. Then, the NRC stated that fu ture discuss ions between AREV A and 
the NRC might be appropriate because of the significant time and eff011 NRC staff expend in rev a I idat ion efforts for the TN-BGC I. 
particularly in the area of critical ity analyses. 

Next, the NRC asked AREV A to confirm that they no longer sought authorization to transport reprocessed uranium, and 
consequently plutonium, with this revalidation. AR EVA did. With that, discussion of the requests for additional information (RA is) 
by the Materials reviewer were discussed. The NRC indicated that the response to RA I I was sufficie nt, and proceeded to request 
clarify ing information related to the response to RA I 2. pecifically, the NRC wanted to know which polymer was used in the 
radioloysis analysis and the max imum temperature used in the analysis. The RC also requested a copy of the Sandia report 
referenced in the RA I response. A REV A indicated they did not have the polymer and temperature information at hand. but 
committed to provide it at a later date. DOT had the Sandia report readily avai lable and forwarded it to the NRC. For RAI 3, the 
NRC informed AREVA that shipment of metallic uranium alloys in powder fonn would not be authorized because pyrophoricity 
information had not been supplied. either now or previously, for the metall ic uran ium alloys listed in the French certificate of 
authorization. When asked if th is was acceptable, AREV A responded they must consult with their customer. In discuss ions of 
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CONVERSATION RECORD (Continued) 
SUMMARY 

RA I 4, the NRC indicated that it was unclear what max imum temperature had been calcu lated for the polymers. AREVA replied that 
the temperature calculated for the radiological contents had been assigned to polymers surrounding the contents. After discussing the 
four Materials RAls. AREVA was asked to clarify the intent of statements about the presence ofvJater in the package within the 
French cert ificate relative to TR IGA fuel. AR EVA committed to investigate the statements and provide clarifyi ng in formation. 

Discussion of the Criticality RAis commenced after the Materials RA Is were completed. ince A REV A ind icated they no longer 
wanted to pursue transportation of reprocessed uranium, the fi rst RA I was not discussed. For the second RAI, the NRC explained to 
AREVA that they considered the information provided in the draft response to be precautionary guidance instead of benchmarking 
information. The NRC further explained to AR EV A that the information requested was a comparison of values calculated by their 
criticality codes to data obtained from irradiated material. In discussing the third RAI, the conversati on focused on the fire test draft 
response. The NRC expressed concerns about implicit assumptions contained in their fi re test draft response, e.g.; neutron poisons 
remained un iformly distributed after the fire, the resin did not "slump" due to the heat from the fire, etc. The NRC also pointed out 
that A REV A had not identified the location of the data with in the SAR which substantiated their cla im . AREVA commi tted to 
gathering and providing in formation which addressed the NRC's concerns. The NRC also cautioned A REV A both to clearly state 
the test conditions and to clearly explain how post-fire test examinations were performed. When asked if their proposal to lim it the 
uranium-235 mass to the mass associated with air transport in the DOT certificate applied only to content II b, A REV A responded 
that the 5 kg uranium-235 mass limit for air transport was acceptable for contents II b through II h, but was not acceptable for 
content I I a. 

Due to time constraints, further discussion of the RAis was not possible and the call was concluded at approximately 9 A.M. eastern 
standard time. 
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